




















2nd Grade- Week 1  
 
 
Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
During Week 1, your child will review a variety of skills, including long o spelling patterns, contractions, 
grammar practice, synonyms, and read an informational text to practice reading comprehension.  
 
We also suggest that students have an experience with reading each day.  Reading at home will make a HUGE 
difference in your child’s school success!  Make reading part of your everyday routine.  Choose books that 
match your child’s interests.  Reading for 20 minutes a day will continue to grow your young reader’s 
vocabulary and comprehension. 
 
Links for additional resources to support students at home are listed below. 
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html 
https://www.education.com  
https://www.abcya.com   
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com  
https://www.funbrain.com/ 
 
 
 

Week 1 At A Glance 
Day 1 � Read for 20 minutes 

� Spelling Page 63 
� Long O/Contractions Page 122 

Day 2 � Read for 20 minutes 
� Spelling Page 64 
� Spelling Page 65 

Day 3 � Read for 20 minutes 
� Read “Smile! Show Off Those Pearly Whites” and answer 

questions 
Day 4 � Read for 20 minutes 

� Grammar Page 61 
� Vocabulary Strategy Page 129 

Day 5 � Read for 20 minutes 
� Grammar Page 62 
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Spelling: Long o: o, oa, ow, oe
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told most float coat toast

grow mow show Joe toe

A. Word Sort
Look at the spelling words in the box. Match the spelling 
word with the vowel spelling pattern and write the word.

 o oe

1. 3. 

2. 4. 

 oa ow

5. 8. 

6. 9. 

7. 10. 

B. Find the Pattern
Read each group of words. Circle the word that does not fit 
the pattern. 

11. mow, most, show 12. coat, toast, toe

13. grow, most, told 14. float, show, coat

15. Joe, toe, told



Name

 Long o/Contractions with not

The letters o, oa, ow, and oe can stand for the long o sound. 
Listen to the vowel sound as you say the words so, road, low, 
and woe.  

B. Read each contraction. Draw a line to the two words it 
stands for.

5. won’t are not

6. isn’t do not

7. don’t will not

8. aren’t is not

A contraction is a short way to write two words. An apostrophe 
takes the place of the missing letters. The contraction of have 
not is haven’t.

Circle the word that names each picture.  

1.   road rice 2.  cat coat

3. fold fox 4. club crow

Beginning/Intermediate For Phonics, point to and name the pictures. Read the word choices. 
Have partners practice saying the words. For Structural Analysis, read each word before 
having children choose the contraction.

122 Grade 2
Unit 3 • Week 3
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Spelling: Long o: o, oa, ow, oe
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Sentences to Complete
Write a spelling word on the line to complete each sentence.

1. I  my friend to wait for me.

2. Do  dogs bark?

3. Joan will  the grass today.

4. Dad made eggs and  .

5. I have a big  on each foot.

6. The toy boat can  on the water.

7. My friend  swims well.

8. Wear a  if it is cold.

9. Rex will  you where the room is.

10. We will  beans in class.

told most float coat toast

grow mow show Joe toe
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A. Proofread
There are six spelling mistakes in the paragraph below. 
Circle the misspelled words. Write the words correctly on 
the lines.

My Grandpa Jow is teaching me how 
to swim. He knows moast things about 
swimming. He first helped me learn to 
flote in the pool. He said, “Lie down on 
the water. Don’t let even one toa touch 
the floor.” Grandpa Joe also toeld me 
how he swam in a lake as a boy. He will shoew me how 
to swim laps next time. Grandpa is the best teacher!

1.  2.   3. 

4.  5.   6. 

B. Writing
Write about something you learned to do. Use four spelling 
words in your paragraph.



Smile! Show Off Those Pearly Whites

Smile! Show Off Those Pearly Whites

Like people, animals have different teeth with special jobs. Some animals 
have sharp teeth, some have curved teeth, and some have round teeth. 
Open wide, and look inside to learn about different ways teeth are helpful.

My, What Important Teeth You Have!
Teeth are important for many reasons. They help animals chew food. Many 
animals need their teeth for survival.

A hippopotamus has 42 to 44 teeth. It likes to eat plants. A hippo has 
round, flat back teeth to grind its food. When a hippo is angry, it opens its 
mouth and shows its big teeth.

Photos.com

Gnawing on wood helps keep a beaver's teeth trimmed.

A beaver has about 20 teeth. It uses its four strong, curved front teeth for 
gnawing trees and wood. It uses its back teeth for chewing food. A beaver's 
front teeth never stop growing. Gnawing on wood helps keep its teeth 

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2006 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation. 



Smile! Show Off Those Pearly Whites

trimmed.

Some sharks have nearly 5,000 razor-sharp teeth. They lose thousands of 
teeth during their lifetime and grow new sets of teeth every two weeks.

A lion has 30 teeth, which are not made for chewing. It has four large, 
pointed teeth that are used to capture and hold its food. Once the lion 
catches its food, it tears the meat and swallows it whole.

Photos.com

Teeth Tasks

Jeff Shake

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2006 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation. 



Smile! Show Off Those Pearly Whites

You will have 32 teeth by the time you are an adult. There are four different 
types of teeth. Each has a special job.

Brushing twice a day and flossing regularly will help keep your teeth healthy. 
It is also important to visit a dentist twice a year. A dentist is a doctor who 
cares for teeth.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2006 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation. 



Smile! Show Off Those Pearly Whites - Author's Purpose Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. The author wrote this article

A. to encourage the reader to take care of their teeth.
B. to inform the reader about different kinds teeth and their functions.
C. to warn the reader about the dangers of sharks, beavers and lions.
D. all of the above.

2. The following animals use their teeth to capture animals for food:

A. beavers and lions.
B. lions and humans.
C. hippopotamuses and sharks.
D. sharks and lions.

3. Beavers gnaw on wood

A. because they like the taste.
B. to trim their teeth.
C. for catching food
D. both b. and c.

4. The author uses examples from many animals

A. to show a large variety of teeth.
B. to show many functions of teeth.
C. to compare the way different animals use their teeth.
D. all of the above.

5. Why does the author include the diagram in the article?

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Name

Grammar: Past-Tense Verbs

A. Circle the past-tense verb in each sentence. Write it 
on the line.

1. Our class picked up trash.  

2. We looked for litter.  

3. We also cleaned the playground.  

4. Tammy raked some leaves.  

5. Bill and Jen planted flowers.  

B. Choose two past-tense verbs you circled above. Use them 
in two new sentences. Write the sentences on the lines.  

6. 

7. 

• Past-tense verbs tell about actions that already happened.

• Regular past-tense verbs end in -ed.

   Last month our class cleaned the park.
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Vocabulary Strategy: Synonyms

Practice • Grade 2 • Unit 3 • Week 3 129Beginning/Intermediate Read the directions and model the first item. 
Have children work with partners of different language abilities to 
complete the items.
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Read each sentence. Circle the word that is a synonym 
for the underlined word. Write the word. Read the answer 
you chose.

1. He took a solo bike trip.  alone fun

     

2. That’s a big journey! sound trip

     

3. Doug often rides with children. friends kids

     

4. They weren’t sure if it was safe. certain happy

     

5. Children knew it was harmless. safe quiet

     

Synonyms are words that have almost the same meaning. Big 
and large are synonyms.
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Name

Grammar: Future-Tense Verbs

A. Write the future tense of the verb to complete each sentence.

1. Ling and Mia   at school next week. (help) 

2. They   in the library. (work) 

3. On Monday, they   to the younger children. (read) 

4. Ling   books for children. (find)

5. Mia   the books to the children. (show) 

6. On Tuesday, they   some new books. (sort)

B. Write one future-tense verb from above in a new sentence.

7. 

• A future-tense verb tells about an action that will happen 
in the future.

• The word will goes before the verb to make it the future tense.

   Eric will rake the leaves tomorrow.
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NAME_________________________________               SCHOOL___________________________ 
 

Disclaimer: This packet is intended ONLY for the 
use of students enrolled in Leon County Schools. 
 
 

Grade 2 
Geography 

Multicultural/ Women’s History Reading 
 
 
 
Standards: 
SS.2.G.1.1 Use different types of maps (political, physical, and thematic) to identify map 
elements. 
SS.2.G.1.2 Using maps and globes, locate the student's hometown, Florida, and North 
America, and locate the state capital and the national capital. 
SS.2.G.1.3 Label on a map or globe the continents, oceans, Equator, Prime Meridian, 
North and South Pole. 
SS.2.G.1.4 Use a map to locate the countries in North America (Canada, United States, 
Mexico, and the Caribbean Islands). 
 

Florida Statutes (1003.42): 
(h) The history of African Americans, including the history of African peoples before 

the political conflicts that led to the development of slavery, the passage to America, the 

enslavement experience, abolition, and the contributions of African Americans to 

society. Instructional materials shall include the contributions of African Americans to 

American society. 
(q) The study of women’s contributions to the United States. 
 
 
 
Resources: 
education.com 
ReadWorks.org 
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2nd Grade- Week 2  
 
 
Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
During Week 2, your child will review a variety of skills, including long e spelling patterns, plurals, grammar 
practice, antonyms, and a fictional text to practice reading comprehension.  
 
We also suggest that students have an experience with reading each day.  Reading at home will make a HUGE 
difference in your child’s school success!  Make reading part of your everyday routine.  Choose books that 
match your child’s interests.  Reading for 20 minutes a day will continue to grow your young reader’s 
vocabulary and comprehension. 
 
Links for additional resources to support students at home are listed below. 
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html 
https://www.education.com  
https://www.abcya.com   
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com  
https://www.funbrain.com/ 
 
 
 

Week 2 At A Glance 
Day 1 � Read for 20 minutes 

� Spelling Page 68 
� Long e/Plurals Page 132 

Day 2 � Read for 20 minutes 
� Spelling Page 69 
� Spelling Page 70 

Day 3 � Read for 20 minutes 
� Read “The Two Best Cakes” and answer questions 

Day 4 � Read for 20 minutes 
� Grammar Page 66 
� Grammar Page 67 

Day 5 � Read for 20 minutes 
� Vocabulary Strategy Page 139 
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A. Word Sort
Look at the spelling words in the box. Match the spelling 
word with the vowel pattern and write the word.

e y ey

1.  2.   3. 

ee ea ie

4.  7.   9. 

5.  8.   10. 

6. 

B. Rhyme Time
Write a spelling word that rhymes with each word below.

11. see   12. feed  

13. bony   14. lean  

15. brief  

we bee need queen mean

leaf thief chief pony keys



Name

 Long e/Plurals -s, -es

132 Grade 2
Unit 3 • Week 4

The letters e, ee, ea, ie, y, ey, and e_e can stand for the long 
e sound. Listen to the vowel sound as you say the words me, 
see, leap, piece, happy, money, and eve.

A. Say each picture name. Circle three pictures in the 
box whose names have the long e sound.  

 chief

 eggs

 bee

 pony 

When a word ends in y, change the y to i before adding -es 
to make the word mean more than one. The plural of lady is 
ladies.

B. Circle the correct way to write each plural.

1. puppy puppys puppies

2. fly flys flies

3. pony ponies ponys

Beginning/Intermediate For Phonics, point to and name the pictures. Have partners practice 
saying the words. For Structural Analysis, read each word and point out the spelling of the 
plural ending. 
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A. Word Meaning
Write the spelling word for each definition.

1. a small horse  

2. part of a plant  

3. an insect  

4. robber  

5. must have  

B. Sentences to Complete
Write a spelling word on the line to complete each sentence.

6. The   will unlock the doors.

7. The fire   is in charge of the firefighters.

8. The red signs   people should stop.

9.  work together as a team.

10. The king and   wore crowns.

we bee need queen mean

leaf thief chief pony keys
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A. Proofread
There are six spelling mistakes in the paragraph below. 
Circle the misspelled words. Write the words correctly 
on the lines.

 The Internet is a good tool to use if you 
nead information. You can learn how to 
care for a poney. You can learn why a 
bie sting hurts. You can find facts about 
a quene or a king. Do fluffy white clouds 
meen good weather or bad? Wea can use 
the Internet to find out!

1.   2.   3.  

4.   5.   6.  

B. Writing
Write about another good tool for getting information. Tell 
what kinds of facts you can get. Use four spelling words in 
your paragraph.
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Grammar: The Verb Have

A. Complete each sentence with has or have. 

1. I   new boots.

2. Matt   a raincoat. 

3. Lily and Jack   warm mittens. 

4. You   an umbrella. 

5. Sara   gloves. 

6. I   a jacket with a hood. 

B. Write one sentence with has. Write another sentence with 
have. Write them on the lines below.

7.  

8. 

• The verb have has two forms in the present tense. 

• Use has when the subject is singular.

   Our class has a weather station.

• When the subject is plural or I or you, use the form have.

   Marta and Joe have boots.

   I have my umbrella.

   You have a scarf.

66 Practice • Grade 2 • Unit 3 • Week 4
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Name

• The past tense of have is had.

• Use had with a singular or plural subject.

   I had a yellow raincoat.

   We had a bad storm last night.

Grammar: The Verb Have

Use the word had to complete each sentence. Write the new 
sentence on the line.

1. I   a book about storms.

   

2. We   a plan for bad weather.

   

3. Jim   a raincoat. 

   

4. Rick and Dan   an umbrella.

   

67Practice • Grade 2 • Unit 3 •  Week 4
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Vocabulary Strategy: Antonyms

Practice • Grade 2 • Unit 3 • Week 4 139Beginning/Intermediate Read the directions and model the first item. 
Have children work with partners of different language abilities to 
complete the items.
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Read each sentence. Circle the word that is an antonym 
for the underlined word. Write the word.

1. An ice hotel is like a big igloo. 

glass small 

2. They build in the winter.

forest summer

3. They use snice to keep the blocks from coming apart.

together nearby

4. The temperature inside must stay below freezing.

beside above

5. The ice hotel melts in the spring.

freezes shines

Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings. Hot and 
cold are antonyms.



The Two Best Cakes

The Two Best Cakes

Mrs. Diaz liked to bake cakes. She wanted to be the best baker in town.  Mr. 
Jones lived next door to Mrs. Diaz. He liked to bake cakes. He also wanted 
to be the best baker in town. 

One day Mrs. Diaz baked a cake. The cake was very tall. She decorated it 
with glitter icing. She stuck pinwheels on the top. The cake looked great.

Mr. Jones baked a cake on the same day. His cake was also very tall. He 
put green icing on his cake. He stuck lollipop trees on top. Mr. Jones liked 
his cake very much. "Wait until Mrs. Diaz sees this!" he said. "She will see I 
am the best baker."

Mrs. Diaz had the same idea. "Wait until Mr. Jones sees this!" she said. "He 
will see I am the best baker."  Mrs. Diaz decided to carry the cake next door 
to show Mr. Jones. She walked down the street. It was hard to see over the 
pinwheels. But she didn't have far to go.

Mr. Jones decided to carry the cake next door to show Mrs. Diaz. He walked 
down the street. It was hard to see over the lollipops. But he didn't have far 
to go. Mrs. Diaz didn't see Mr. Jones coming.  Mr. Jones didn't see Mrs. 
Diaz coming.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.



The Two Best Cakes - Predicting Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Both bakers want to be the best.  What do you think they will do?

A. They will open a bakery together. 
B. Each baker will try to prove that their cake is best. 
C. They will stop baking cakes.  
D. They will bake cakes for charity. 

2. What will happen next?

A. Mr. Jones will sell his cake.
B. Mr. Jones will bring the cake to a sick friend.
C. Mr. Jones will show his cake to Mrs. Diaz.
D. Mr. Jones will eat his cake.

3. The theme of this story is

A. friendship.
B. baking.
C. neighbors.
D. competition.

4. What is the problem in the story?

A. Mrs. Diaz's cake is too tall.
B. Mr. Jones' cake does not taste good.
C. Mr. Jones and Mrs. Diaz both think their cake is the best.
D. Mrs. Diaz ate her cake before Mr. Jones could taste it.

5. The author does not end the story. What will happen next? How do you know?

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.













NAME_________________________________               SCHOOL___________________________ 
 
 

Week 2 
 

Disclaimer: This packet is intended ONLY for the 
use of students enrolled in Leon County Schools. 
 

WEEK 2 
 

Grade 2 
Civics and Government 
Constitution Reading 

 
 
Standards: 
SS.2.C.1.1 Explain why people form governments. 
SS.2.C.1.2 Explain the consequences of an absence of rules and laws. 
SS.2.C.2.2 Define and apply the characteristics of responsible citizenship. 
SS.2.C.3.1 Identify the Constitution as the document which establishes the structure, 
function, powers, and limits of American government. 
SS.2.C.3.2 Recognize symbols, individuals, events, and documents that represent the 
United States. 
 

Florida Statutes (1003.42): 
(b) The history, meaning, significance, and effect of the provisions of the Constitution 

of the United States and amendments… 

(d) Flag education, including proper flag display and flag salute. 

(s)… The character development curriculum shall stress the qualities of patriotism; 

responsibility; citizenship; kindness; respect for authority, life, liberty, and personal 

property; honesty; charity; self-control; racial, ethnic, and religious tolerance; and 

cooperation… 

 
 
 
 
Resources: 
Floridacitizen.org 
ReadWorks.org 
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Week 2 
 

To Whom it May Concern, 

My name is King Scivic, I am the King of On 

Selur and I am in quite a pickle!  My kingdom is 

having a lot of problems and I need your help.  My 

citizens cannot get along and I am constantly having 

to issue out decrees to keep things civil in the 

kingdom. 

I have sent your teacher a list of some problems 

that my citizens are facing.  Please help me!  I do not 

know what to do.  I hope that you will write back to 

me and tell me what I need to do to bring order to 

my kingdom. 

Sincerely, 

 

King Scivic of On Selur 
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Week 2 
 

KINGDOM OF ON SELUR 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 
 

Everyone drives how they want.  

They drive really fast!  What 

should I do? 

 

 

 

In the schools, all the students talk 

at the same time.  The teacher 

cannot hear all the students at the 

same time.  What should I do? 

 

 

 

Store owners cannot make any 

money.  People come into the store 

and then they take anything they 

want.  What should I do? 
 

 

 

At the movies, the people cannot 

hear the movie because cell phones 

are ringing and people are talking 

all the time.  What should I do? 
 

 

 

When people go to restaurants they 

get sick because the people who 

are making the food have dirty 

hands.  What should I do? 

 

 

 

When my citizens want to cross the 

street, they cannot because the cars 

keep moving.  What should I do? 
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Week 2 
 

Respecting the American Flag 
Folding 
 

  

Hold the flag at waist level between yourself and a second person. Always keeping the blue field 

on the outside, fold the flag in half lengthwise, then fold it in half again lengthwise. Hold the flag 

by the blue field while the second person makes triangular folds until only the blue field is 

visible.  

Hoisting  

                

One person holds a folded flag without allowing it to touch the ground. A second person attaches 

the flag to the flag line, then quickly raises the flag. Once the flag is high enough to fly freely 

without touching the ground, the first person should step back and salute.  
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Week 2 
 

Flying  

 

The flag can be flown any day of the year, from sunrise to sunset. It must be properly lit in order 

to be flown at night. When displayed with state flags or flags of other organizations, the national 

flag should be flown to its own right and above the others. When displayed at equal heights, the 

national flag should be either out in front or farthest to its right.  

Lowering 

                

With one person saluting, a second person slowly lowers the flag. When the flag is low enough 

for the first person to reach, he should gather it in his arms while the second person removes it 

from the line.  

Flag Retirement  

 

Do a good turn and volunteer to help replace old flags in your community with new ones, and 

conduct a flag retirement ceremony for those that have been taken down. A national flag that is 

worn beyond repair may be burned completely to ashes.  
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Reading Comprehension Questions 

1. What are three big ideas that you learned about respecting the American 

flag? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What are two flag rules? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Why is respecting the American flag an example of good citizenship? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 
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